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￭ It is an Internet monitoring and control
software for Windows XP/2000/NT/2003. It
secretly captures traffic on a computer network
using a switch sniffer and shows IP address/Port
information, URL, Visitor's machine information,
Webpages, Email, MSN messenger, FTP activity,
Chat, and File transfer. ￭ It monitors Internet
activities with time schedules and according to
customized filtering Internet rules. ￭ It can
automatically log URL visits, Email, MSN
messenger content and File transfer without
network mangling. ￭ It converts online activities
into statistics reports and captures HTTP, IMAP,
POP3 and SMTP traffic. ￭ You can set the
program to automatically block online activity
according to customized filtering Internet rules.
￭ The program periodically records all activity
and shows it in real time. ￭ It can modify
filtering Internet rules at any time. ￭ It is a cross-
platform software with a client and server mode.
￭ The server must be running on the computer
and the IP address is in the same subnet as Big
Mother. ￭ The software works for both a home
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computer network and the Internet network. ￭ It
is cost-effective. ￭ It requires no installation. ￭ It
has no adware, spyware, toolbars, or additional
setup requirements. ￭ This software is free to
download and free to use for personal and
educational use. Installation Guide: ￭ The
program is a standalone software and does not
require additional software to be installed. ￭ If
you run Windows XP Home or Professional
version, download and install the Windows XP
Professional Service Pack 2 or higher. ￭ Run the
program, and press the "Copy this Key to
Clipboard" button to obtain a serial number. ￭
Paste the serial number into the registration
window. ￭ Press "Create" to activate the
program. ￭ The program will be installed on the
computer, and every online activity can be
monitored with ease. ￭ Optionally, you can
enable logging in the log folder. ￭ The detailed
log is automatically analyzed by a long-term
support free software called PlugX Log Analyzer.
Compatible Operating Systems: Windows XP,
2000, and NT Mac OS X Linux User Manual: 1.
No additional setup is required. The
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For most of parents or small business owners,
the configuration part is the most dreadful task
they encountered in setting up a home or small
office computer network. BigMother Cracked
Version is a switch sniffer, easy to configure, for
Internet monitoring and control. Unlike spyware-
based Internet activity monitoring products that
need "bug implantation," Big Mother is an
eavesdropping program that uses a switch
sniffer to capture and analyze communication
traffic over a computer network. Big Mother not
only logs in real time URL visits, Email, chats,
games, FTP, and data flows, but also takes
webpage snapshots, duplicates Email and FTP
copies, records MSN messenger content, and
gives statistical reports. It freely restricts online
activities with time schedules and according to
customized filtering Internet rules. Once
installed, the program will automatically set up
itself and perform content monitoring and
access control to keep family members or
employees accountable for their actions.
Limitations: ￭ 7-day evaluation period. ￭ 5
licenses BigMother Cracked Accounts Details: ￭
Full screen display ￭ Run in system tray for
visual monitoring ￭ Captured contents to: -
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Windows file - E-mail - FTP - Websites - Games ￭
System independent ￭ Designed for home and
small business computers ￭ 8 languages
(English, French, Italian, German, Spanish,
Portuguese, Chinese and Russian) ￭ 2
configurations ￭ Uninstall - Full uninstall or only
the configuration file ￭ Support Win 2000, Win
2000 - Win Server 2003 ￭ Supports AntiVir,
NANO, PC-cillin and AVAST AntiVirus ￭ Supports
MDAT, MDL, MDAT/MDL, MDAT/MDL in ad-hoc
mode ￭ Supports Root Browser ￭ Enhanced
Features (Enhanced mode configuration,
Administration, Remote control and Statistics) ￭
Completely Free! ￭ Easy to use! ￭ No
Spyware/Malware included! ￭ No registration
needed! ￭ Free Updates! ￭ Ease of Use: ￭
Upload Setup file and configuration log
automatically ￭ Home screen interface ￭ 3
interface modes available for the Home screen:
- Tablet view (summary) - Find (advanced
search) - Settings (edit the content) �
b7e8fdf5c8
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BigMother Internet Monitoring. The all-in-one
Internet monitoring software. It has many
functions, such as web surfing, E-mail, chat,
FTP, games and other kinds of Internet activities
monitoring, collecting the real-time traffic and
saving the traffic's log files. Furthermore, it can
help you monitor website, and make
screenshots, record and duplicate email, log
mail online, and control online access. It can
restrict online access according to customized
filtering internet rules, and monitor who uses it.
You are able to monitor and restrict any Internet
use on any computer or network. It is easy to
install, and it can send violation notices to all
tracked computers and networks. When the
software detects any violations, the violation
reports are detailed enough to assist you in
understanding the violations' circumstances and
character. It also allows you to copy any saved
website to a CD to prevent any illegal activity
from being wiped out from the hard drive.
Limitations: ￭ 7-day evaluation period ￭ 5
license Viflicat Family Parental control Software.
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A Family Parental control software. It tracks and
controls how much time you are spending on
the computer. It has a 12-hour log. It also tracks
what websites and applications you are using. It
also checks all incoming and outgoing emails. If
you click on any link, it will check the
destination and limit the number of times you
can visit that site. It will also make copies for
safe-keeping. It offers a blacklist and white list
features to allow you to decide which sites you
approve of and which you deny your children
from visiting. It allows you to block Internet and
mail access for your children if you want to. You
can configure the software to control your
children's activities even when your children are
not using their computers. It can also work on
multiple computers, and the interface for each
computer is completely different. The software
provides a home network disk to save your data.
If you accidentally remove it, you can easily get
a back up copy from the web site. It supports
any modem or internet connection. It will run on
Windows 95, Windows 98, and Windows NT.
Limitations: ￭ Limited functionality. ￭ 12-hour
log. ￭ No language support AndroWave Plus
Family Family Software. A Family Family
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Software. It tracks and controls how much time
you are spending on the computer. It has a time-
limit feature. It also tracks what websites and
applications you are using. It checks

What's New in the BigMother?

Big Mother is a switch sniffer, easy to configure,
for Internet monitoring and control. Unlike
spyware-based Internet activity monitoring
products that need "bug implantation," Big
Mother is an eavesdropping program that uses a
switch sniffer to capture and analyze
communication traffic over a computer network.
Big Mother not only logs in real time URL visits,
Email, chats, games, FTP, and data flows, but
also takes webpage snapshots, duplicates Email
and FTP copies, records MSN messenger
content, and gives statistical reports. It freely
restricts online activities with time schedules
and according to customized filtering Internet
rules. Once installed, the program will
automatically set up itself and perform content
monitoring and access control to keep family
members or employees accountable for their
actions. Limitations: ￭ 7-day evaluation period. ￭
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5 licenses Redi&ZS Vulnerability Mon, 13 Jun
2013 - YorbaVulnerability Mon, 13 Jun 2013 -
NewslinkVulnerability Wed, 01 Jun 2013 -
NewslinkVulnerability Thu, 07 Jun 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Thu, 07 Jun 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Wed, 23 May 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Wed, 23 May 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Wed, 16 May 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Sat, 12 May 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Wed, 09 May 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Mon, 30 Apr 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Tue, 24 Mar 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Mon, 23 Mar 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Mon, 30 Jan 2013 -
YorbaVulnerability Tue, 23 Jan 2013 -
MavVulnerability Mon, 23 Jan 2013 -
MavVulnerability Mon, 23 Jan 2013 -
MavVulnerability Thu, 19 Jan 2013 -
MavVulnerability Wed, 18 Jan 2013 -
MavVulnerability Fri, 13 Jan 2013 - Mav
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System Requirements For BigMother:

Windows Vista SP1 64-bit or later. 3 GB of free
RAM and 50MB of available hard disk space.
24-bit color depth. Microsoft DirectX 9.0c.
Minimum resolution: 1024x768 (VRAM 256MB).
Minimum OS: Windows XP SP2 or later, Linux.
Soundcard: DirectX Compatible Soundcard,
ALC880 / ALS4000, Creative Audigy2 ZS,
Microsoft Sound System, etc. 100MB free space
on the
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